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1.0 Introduction

As atmospheric and oceanic warming proceeds, increased evaporation rates, changing precipitation patterns and extreme, prolonged drought, and dramatic cryosphere changes are creating a new paradigm that will impact society’s interaction with the water cycle and retreating coastal zones caused by sea-level rise. Population and economic growth are fueling demands for increased water resources and at the same time are increasingly vulnerable to extreme floods, droughts, and heat waves that are predicted to occur more frequently in a warming climate [IPCC, 2014; Zhao, T. and A. Dai, 2015; Smith et al., 2013]. In 2016, these extreme events have resulted in significant losses in property, infrastructure, and economic activity that are in the tens of billions of dollars [NOAA, 2016]. To manage limited and variable water resources in a way that minimizes disruption, as well as forecasting, monitoring, and managing extreme events to protect the public requires large-scale measurements of rainfall, seasonal snow, soil moisture, and water storage in reservoirs, rivers and subsurface aquifers. Large-scale measurements of polar ice sheets are also critically needed to understand and manage a relentlessly expanding coastal inundation due to sea-level rise. These large-scale measurements are most effectively obtained with satellites equipped with appropriate sensors. Because of its links to evaporation and rainfall runoff, a key variable for managing water resources and forecasting floods and droughts is soil moisture. Knowledge of soil moisture conditions is also important to managing water usage in agriculture and for advancing precision-agriculture techniques. These data needs have long been acknowledged, and in January 2015 NASA launched the Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite. This satellite was equipped with an L-band radar and a radiometer to map soil moisture and freeze/thaw states [Entekhabi., et a., 2010; Entekhabi et al., 2014]. Unfortunately, the radar onboard SMAP prematurely failed in July 2015, delivering a major setback for fine-resolution large-scale measurements of soil moisture. While the radiometer continues to function, the inherent limitation of a spaceborne passive-microwave system is its poor resolution. This was the primary justification for including the radar on SMAP [Entekhabi et al, 2010, Moore and Gogineni 1984].

Sea level rise is beginning to have major social, economic and political impacts on the more than 100 million people that live within 1 m elevation of present sea level [Rowley et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009]. As sea level continues to increase, the number of coastal flooding events in many Atlantic coast communities is also increasing. IPCC has estimated that sea level will increase by about 26 cm at the minimum and 96 cm at the maximum under different warming scenarios by about 2100 [IPCC 2014]. As a caveat, the IPCC report acknowledges that uncertainties related to ice sheet contributions to sea level could mean that their sea-level rise estimates are substantially underestimated. A major unknown in sea-level rise projections is the contribution of large ice sheets particularly the one in Antarctica. Given that almost all megacities as well as critical infrastructure are located in coastal zones, a rapid and unexpected sea-level rise situation would have devastating consequences on our interdependent global society. Managing the social and economic impacts of sea-level rise will depend on our ability to accurately project the rate and extent of the rise over the next century, and implementing a decision-making triage to decide where to invest limited coastal protection resources.

The NASA Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite-2 (ICESat-2), and the NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar (NISAR), each costing more than 1 billion dollars, are scheduled to be launched over the next few years. ICESat-2, scheduled to be launched in 2018, will focus on changes in the surface elevation of the ice sheets in both Greenland and Antarctica, providing an assessment
of mass balance changes [Abdalati, et al, 2010]. NISAR will measure surface velocities of both ice sheets [NISAR Workshop Report, 2014]. These satellites will provide complimentary information related to mass loss or gain, as well as changes in ice flux related to the speed-up or slow-down of outlet glaciers. Additional information on bed topography and basal conditions is needed for understanding current ice sheet behavior, as well as predicting the future state of the ice sheets that will enable accurate estimates of their contribution to sea-level rise. This critical information, in particular for the Antarctic Ice Sheet, can be obtained with satellite-based radars operating in the lower part of the L-band.

The development of an L-band radar with modest usable resolutions and near real-time processing capability is possible now because of the major technical advances in large (> 15 m) deployable antennas, RF & Microwave and high-speed digital systems. We can employ large bandwidth to obtain fine range resolution and Doppler beam sharpening to improve along-track resolution for producing small pixels within the antenna footprint. With the use of a large deployable reflector antenna, the radar power requirements are modest and Doppler beam sharpening can improve resolution in the along-track direction. Thus, improved resolution can be achieved with no increase in transmitter power and with a relatively simple processor.

Large deployable 15-30 m reflectors are currently developed and deployed to support military and civilian applications [Belvin, 2004]. Also large investments by the communication industry have contributed to major advances in RF & Microwave and high-speed digital components and systems. These technologies can be leveraged to develop compact multi-beam L-band radars to measure soil moisture over land. The same radar can be used to sound and image ice, and to measure the bottom melt rates of ice shelves and support other scientific and operational applications. In this report we present the feasibility for a satellite L-band radar with a large deployable antenna for ice sounding and imaging, and measuring bottom melt rates of ice shelves, measuring soil moisture over land and detecting freeze-thaw.

2.0 An L-band Radar for Soil Moisture and Cryosphere Studies

We propose to use L-band radar for spaceborne soil moisture measurements, and sounding and imaging of ice-sheets with a large 15-30 m antenna. The inclusion of an L-band radiometer on the satellite would substantially enhance the scientific value of the radar mission. The use of L-band radars and radiometers for soil moisture measurements has been demonstrated with airborne and spaceborne systems [Dubois et al. 1995; Shi et al. 1997; Entakabi et al. 2010; Kerr et al., 2012; Panciera, et al., 2014; Leroux et al., 2016]. The SMAP employed a 6-m antenna for synergistic use of radar and radiometer data to attain better results than possible with either alone. A microwave radiometer using the 15-m large-deployable will enhance radiometer resolution beyond that of the SMAP-radiometer by a factor of 2.5, thereby making passive microwave data much more useful.

The L-band radar and radiometer can provide very valuable information on polar ice sheets and ice shelves needed by models to generate more accurate estimates of ice sheets' contribution to sea level rise. We argue that an L-band radar can be used for sounding and imaging ice. Our concept is based on our previous success in sounding of 600-800 m thick ice in Antarctica and Greenland with a UHF radar, referred to as the accumulation radar, operating at a center frequency of 750 MHz with a bandwidth of 300 MHz, peak power of about 1 W and an antenna with gain of less than 10-dBi [Lewis, et al., 2015]. The L-band radiometer in conjunction with other
satellite passive data available from higher microwave frequency systems can be used to estimate ice temperature as a function of depth.

Figure 1 and 2 show data collected with the accumulation radar on a Twin Otter aircraft on ice near the Byrd glacier and the NASA P-3 aircraft near Roosevelt Island, respectively. Since the radar was developed for collecting near-surface snow accumulation data, the digital-system was designed to collect data only up to a maximum ice thickness of about 700 m from an altitude of 500 m. Figure 2 shows accumulation-radar data collected with the system on the NASA P-3 aircraft in 2013. The maximum ice thickness is about 800 m with the aircraft flying at about 400 m above the surface.

Figure 3 shows the imaginary part of the dielectric constant of Antarctic ice reported by Fujita et al. [2000]. The data show a broad null around 1.2 GHz. Using dielectric data in Fujita et al. [2000] and previous ice-sounding data collected with the accumulation radar, we estimated the one-way ice loss to be between 7.5 and 10 dB/km.

We computed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a satellite-based L-band radar operating at 1.3 GHz with a peak transmit power of 2 kW, a 20-us long chirp pulse, and a bandwidth of 80 MHz.

The estimated SNR shown in Figure 4 indicates that we can sound close to 4-5 km thick low-loss ice in East Antarctica with an L-band radar operating with 2 kW peak power and antenna array with a gain of 45 dBi.

In addition to ice sounding, the L-band radar offers an enhanced sensitivity to detect the presence of water at the bed. Water layers on the order of 5-15 mm are speculated to exist under ice streams, and detection of such layers is critical to understanding ice dynamics as it serves as a critical boundary condition for ice-sheet
modeling [Weertman, 1957; Flowers, 2015]. The radar conceptual design also provides additional sensitivity to water layers as thin 1 mm as shown in Figure 5, assuming that we can discern frozen and wet beds with a 3-dB change in reflectivity. Our L-band radar would open a new era in ice sounding and imaging as well as for determining basal conditions unambiguously. The L-band radar can also measure bottom melt rates of ice shelves using repeat pass interferometry and tomography techniques [Lewis, 2015].

In summary, our analysis supports a major satellite mission can be developed to perform measurements of soil moisture globally over land and ice in Antarctica. This satellite can be developed using large-antenna technology, pioneered by U.S. DoD and Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) industries, and by taking advantage of advances made in RF & Microwave and digital areas because of the large investments made by the communication industry.

3.0 Radar and Antenna array design

In this section, we provide a brief summary of high-level radar design. We computed S/N ratio for about 1300 MHz both for planar and rough ice-bed interfaces and assumed that the ice is 5-km thick (an approximate upper limit for Antarctica) with 15 dB/km loss. The S/N ratio for a planar interface is given by

\[
\frac{S}{N} = \frac{P_T G^2 \lambda^2 (1-|\Gamma_s|^2)^2 |\Gamma_{ib}|^2 C_I M}{(8\pi)^2 (h+d\sqrt{\epsilon_r})^2 k T_{sys} B L_I}
\]

Where \( P_T \) = transmit power in Watts; \( L_I \) = attenuation loss in ice; \( \Gamma_s \) = reflection coefficient at ice-air interface; \( \Gamma_{ib} \) = reflection coefficient at ice-bed interface; \( C_I \) = pulse compression gain and \( C_I = \frac{k T_u}{T_c} \) and \( k \) is a factor that accounts for transmit waveform shaping to reduce Fresnel ripples and weighting to reduce to sidelobes — normally \( k \sim 0.5 \); \( T_u \) = uncompressed pulse width; \( T_c \) = compressed pulse width, \( h \) = height of sensor above the surface = 600 km; \( d \) = ice thickness in km, \( T_{sys} \) = system noise temperature and \( T_{sys} = T_a + T_e \) with \( T_a = \eta_a T_{sky} + (1 - \eta_a) T_a \) and with \( T_e \) = Receiver noise temperature and \( T_e = (F - 1) T_0 \). The coherent integration gain is given by,

\[
M = 2 \sqrt{\frac{(h+d\sqrt{\epsilon_r}) \lambda}{2 \pi}} f_p v, \text{ where } f_p = \text{pulse repetition frequency in Hz, } v = \text{spacecraft velocity in m/s, } G = \text{antenna gain and } \lambda = \text{wavelength. We assumed a pulse repetition frequency of 2500 Hz.}
\]

For rough ice-bed interface, neglecting refraction, the radar equation with SAR processing in the along-track direction is given by

\[
\frac{S}{N} = \frac{P_T G^2 \lambda^2 (1-|\Gamma_s|^2)^2 \sigma^0 A C_I M}{(4\pi)^2 (h+d\sqrt{\epsilon_r})^4 k T_{sys} B L_I}
\]

where \( \sigma^0 \) = backscattering coefficient and \( A \) = illuminated area in m² and can be approximated as

Figure 5: L-band radar sensitivity to detect the presence of water at the ice bed.
\[ A = 2\sqrt{c}\tau (h + d\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}) \frac{(h+d\sqrt{\varepsilon_r})\lambda}{l_{eff}} = 2\sqrt{c}\tau (h + d\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}) \frac{(h+d\sqrt{\varepsilon_r})\lambda}{vT_{in}} \quad (3) \]

Substituting for A in equation (2), we can obtain an expression S/N ratio for a rough interface as

\[
\frac{S}{N} = \frac{2P_T G^2 \lambda^3 (1-|\Gamma|^2)^2 \sigma_0 \sqrt{c\tau} C_T P}{(4\pi)^3 (h+d\sqrt{\varepsilon_r})^2 5kT_{sys} B\tilde{v}T_{in} L_i}
\]

(4)

We estimated our radar performance at 1300 MHz and the results are shown in Table 1. These results show that we can sound 5-km thick ice with loss of 15 dB/km, if the ice-bed interface is smooth and planar reflector equations are valid for rms height deviations less than 1 cm. Our system is capable of sounding 5-km thick low-loss ice with a planar ice-bed interface and mapping internal structure. It can also sound close 5-km thick ice with a rough interface. Also the use of the array antenna configuration will allow us to generate 3-D images of the ice-bed interface and ice surface [Paden et al., 2010, Gogineni et al., 2014 and Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2014]. However, this requires a more detailed investigation during the Phase-A study.

Table 1: Radar System design and performance for planar and rough interfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Planar Reflector</th>
<th>Rough Interface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmit Power, PT</td>
<td>1300 MHz</td>
<td>1300 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gain, G</td>
<td>63.00 dBm</td>
<td>63.00 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength, ( \lambda ) for planar, ( \lambda ) for rough surface</td>
<td>-12.74 dBm², -19.10 dBm³</td>
<td>-12.74 dBm², -19.10 dBm³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two power transmission coefficient (</td>
<td>1-</td>
<td>\Gamma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss for 5 km thick ice (15 dB/km)</td>
<td>-75.00 dB</td>
<td>-75.00 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse compression gain, CI</td>
<td>31.76 dB</td>
<td>31.76 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration gain, M</td>
<td>30.00 dB</td>
<td>30.00 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreading loss term -1</td>
<td>28.00 dB</td>
<td>32.98 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreading loss term -2</td>
<td>115.69 dBm²</td>
<td>144.61 dBm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise power</td>
<td>-90.00 dBm</td>
<td>-90.00 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering coefficient</td>
<td>-10.00 dB</td>
<td>-20.00 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The term from Area substitution, \sqrt{c\tau c}/\sqrt{vT_{in}}</td>
<td>-27.16 dB</td>
<td>-27.16 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-Noise Ratio</td>
<td>62.65 dB</td>
<td>12.39 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Surface clutter**

One of the major challenges in orbital sounding of any sub-surface target is surface clutter, off-vertical scattered signals by the rough surface illuminated by the main beam or sidelobes of the antenna. The surface clutter can often mask weak ice-bottom returns as has been observed over fast-flowing glaciers and ice-sheet margins [Li et al, 2013; Gogineni et al. 2014]. Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) processing can be used to synthesize narrow antenna-beam with low sidelobes to reduce clutter in the along-track direction. However, SAR is ineffective for reducing clutter in the cross-track direction and it can only be achieved by using a physical antenna array. However, the size of an array can be accommodated on an aircraft or a spacecraft is limited so advanced array processing techniques must be used as done by Li et al. [2013] and Gogineni et al. [2014] to reduce clutter. For an orbital radar operating from an altitude of 600 km, the surface
scattering from incidence angles of 5° and 7.5° can mask returns from ice beds covered with 2 and 5 km thick ice, respectively. The beamwidth of the large deployable 15-m antenna at 1300 MHz is about 1 deg. The antenna sidelobes beyond 4° must be less than 40 dB in the cross-track direction. This level of performance can be achieved with careful design of the feed array for the reflector antennas.

Figure 6 shows data collected with a radar sounder on NASA DC-8 aircraft flying at an altitude of about 10,000 m above the ice surface. These radar data are collected at a center frequency of 195 MHz with a 5-element array. The echogram on top left shows SAR image generated with a sum and delay beamformer with Hanning weights. The surface is clearly visible, but bed is completely masked by the surface clutter. The echogram on the top right shows a SAR image generated using a Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamformer with a clearly discernable bed [Li et al., 2013 and Van Trees, 2002]. These results in Figure 6 are the first successful demonstration of coherent clutter rejection for sounding ice from a high-altitude (>10,000 m above the surface) jet aircraft. These techniques can be applied to deal with clutter issues for our satellite-based radar to sound and image ice. The bottom left inset shows an A-scope (amplitude as a function of range) for a range-line processed with conventional and MVDR beamformers. The data processed with MVDR beamformer shows the bed return to be 10 dB above the surrounding signal. The right-bottom inset shows conventional and MVDR beamformer antenna patterns. The MVDR beamformer placed nulls at the clutter angles, similar to what we propose to do with the 1300-MHz radar sounder/imager. We propose to incorporate real-time array processor in our system to reduce clutter with the proposed 11-element array at 1300 MHz. We estimate a total clutter reduction will be more than 80 dB both in the along-track and cross-track direction.
track directions. We can use a conventional sum-delay beamformer for transmission and MVDR beamformer reception to suppress clutter.

**Range sidelobes**

Pulse-compression techniques must be used for long-range detection of targets typical of an orbital radar. Long-chirped or -coded pulses are transmitted to obtain the energy required to detect long-range targets and received signals are decoded or dechirped to generate a short pulse to obtain fine range resolution in a pulse compression radar. The main disadvantage of pulse compression is the resulting range sidelobes from the dechirping process. The range sidelobes exist for a time duration equal to the uncompressed pulse width on both sides of the main target peak. The range sidelobes of strong returns from the ice-surface or internal layers can mask the weak echoes from the ice-bed interface. We have already developed airborne radars with range siddelobes of 70 dB or lower by amplitude tapering the transmit waveform and windowing the received signal [Li et al., 2013; Kowatsch and Stocker, 1982; Misaridis and Jensen, 2001]. Figure 7 shows the transmit waveform shaped with a 10% Tukey window to reduce Fresnel ripples associated with rapid rise and fall times at the start and the end of a chirp. The bottom-panel shows the measured point target response with range sidelobes of 70 dB and lower. We simulated the point target using a delay line constructed with fiber-optic cable, RF-Optical transceivers and RF attenuators. We selected the length of the fiber to obtain a delay of 36 µs. The sidelobes beyond ±2 µs from the main peak are suppressed by more than 80 dB. We are confident that we can design a pulse-compression system with sidelobes of 70 dB or lower.

**4.0 Satellite Systems and Configuration**

The proposed satellite mission concept employs proven spacecraft systems and technology in a robust and high-precision configuration. The innovative subsystems are the radar and reflector; otherwise, the remaining satellite subsystems operate as a modern remote-sensing satellite including solar power generation, thermal regulation, station-keeping, and uplink/downlink communications.

The antenna-system consists of a 15-m reflector parabolic dish (i.e. 176 m² area) with an offset-feed L-band phased array mounted on the satellite bus. A conceptual systems diagram demonstrating the deployed configuration is shown in Figure 8. A 16-m multi-part deployable boom connects the reflector to the bus. The proposed configuration provides a substantial advantage in antenna efficiency since the array is directly mounted on the bus with only a minimal internal feedline to the radar system. The reflector dish is composed of unfolding support ribs and
an unfurling reflector-mesh membrane. The mesh and ribs are launched folded against the main satellite bus. The unfolding process begins with unfolding the boom from the bus, followed by unfolding of the reflector ribs, finally followed by unfurling of the mesh membrane. The critical advantages of an unfurling mesh membrane are: 1) the large surface areas of a membrane with the small launch volume; 2) a rolled rather than folded surface for the elimination of surface kinks; and 3) elastic wrapping assisted deployment for redundancy and consistency. Unfurling reflectors are a technologically mature solution to packing and space deployment. NASA has demonstrated the maturity of the technology with the Large Space System Technology (LSST) demonstration of a 55-m wrap rib antenna, [Anderson et al., 1985]. Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) demonstrated a surface contour evaluation and adjustment system using a laser-ranging system and translation of the struts supporting the mesh.

An initial study of the launch packing and deployment process indicates a total spacecraft launch length of approximately 5 meters, a cross section diameter of 2 meters, and a mass of 900 kg. After deployment, the satellite’s size is approximately 20 by 20 meters by 15 meters.

Electrical power analysis suggests solar cells and a battery system. The radar system uses an average of 400 W continuous with transients up to 2000 W for the scanning duration. Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) continuous power levels are estimated at 200 W. The heating system for the electronics and antenna reflector are estimated at 250 W, [Emis, 2012]. Antenna control, communications, power control, and the on-board computer will require about an average of 100 W. Overall average power draw is approximately 1 kW. Based on the transient nature of the power draw, a battery system capable of supplying up to 5 kW is necessary. Modern Ni-H₂ and Li-ion battery energy densities of 50-100 W-hr/kg suggest a battery mass in the 100 kg range. Solar cells are advantageous given the orbit profile and power requirements. Current high-power solar arrays have a specific mass of 40 W/kg and a specific volume of 8 kW/m³, [Penn, 2014]. The solar-array is initially estimated at 50 m². These conceptual power system estimates provide a robust and resilient satellite system with scanning and station-keeping flexibility.

With a primary target of Antarctica, a 90° inclination polar orbit was selected (Figure 9). The polar orbit additionally allows the scanning access to the entire Earth. A low earth orbit (LEO) of 600 km gives a 1 hour 36-minute orbital period for approximately 11 minutes over Antarctica per orbit. The polar orbit also shows advantageous properties for rapid rescanning capability. The orbital decay rate at 600 km is negligible enough for a 5-year operational period before deorbit is necessary. The launch system requires approximately ΔV=25 km/s for the 600-km altitude with a direct launch to the polar orbit. A direct launch allows for a wider range of launch rocket platforms. The launch profile allows a wide range of launch vehicles including the Ariane 5 and SpaceX’s Falcon 10. The Falcon 9 fits the launch profile, volume, and mass particularly well.

![Figure 9: Orbit simulation in STK showing the high inclination polar orbit selected passing over Antarctica. Orbital period is 1 hour 36 min.](image-url)
Figure 10 illustrates our concept for collecting data in normal strip-map mode for soil moisture and other applications and nadir-looking mode to sound and image ice, as well as measure bottom melt rates of ice shelves. The satellite-based radar in conjunction with a microwave radiometer can address two major issues related to climate change impacts—water resource management and accurate sea-level rise estimates needed to develop coastal protections.

5.0 Conclusions:

A satellite-based L-band radar with a large deployable reflector can be used for soil moisture measurements. The same radar can be used to sound and image large ice sheets in Antarctica and Greenland as well as measure bottom melt rates of ice shelves in Antarctica. The large-reflector can also be used to include a radiometer with improved resolution for soil moisture measurements and also determining ice temperature as a function of depth. We recommend a detailed study to determine the feasibility and cost of a satellite radar/radiometer mission using a large deployable reflector.
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